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IITTRODlICTIO:iT
More Automobiles have "been handled and sold in the
last year than ever before, and v/ith the recent demand for
Motor power has come an equal demnd for suitable sales rooms
and facilities for storing, handling and repairing machines.
A great many of the leading manufacturers have chosen the
method of covering the large territory in the United States
by a few ample sales and distributing houses , --these houses
being centrally located. These buildings contain wholly or
in part the follov/ing departments
1. Main Sales Room.
2. Garage (in which is located the entrance to the
freight elevator).
3. Stock and Sales Room (Second Story).
4. Room for the selling of second hand cars.
5. Storage room,
6. Work shops of various kinds.
Before we go further into the discussion of motor
sales houses, let us consider a few of the economic problems
which are puzzling the manufacturer of today and get a more
thorough idea, if possible, into the needs of the future. It
is claimed by the larger concerns
,
operating large and elabo-
rate houses in Chicago , that the buildings , as they are now
,
are very impractical and uneconomical, in that they stand on
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2ground that is too valuable for the purpose for which they
are used. Each Idranch manager has a different idea as to
how to adjust this difficulty and "bring ahout more efficient
means of marketing machines and supplying the wants of cus-
tomers .
The Complaint.
The chief source of complaint is that enormous
prices are paid for. the leases on land to contain "buildings
enveloping all the desirahle rooms, when a small "building
could he rented well up in the "business part of the city for
a sales room, and a large building built, out where land is
cheap, for stock room, store room and work shops. It is
probable that the buyer is the one who is suffering the most
from this state of affairs , more than the manufacturer be-
cause he is paying more money for a new car in proportion to
the extra cost to the c ornpany in marketing machines and keep-
ing them in repair. In other words
,
the people are paying
more for motor cars in general than they are really worth.
Money lost by buyer and manufacturer in this way is doing no
one else any good. The land owner is not any wealthier be-
cause he could get the same money for his land for office
building purposes.
Proposed Remedies.
In the first place
,
solutely necessary to have all
it is conceded generally as ab-
the natural accessories to the

3sales room located in the same city and in a fairly close
neighlDorhood . The method spoken of above (of having the
small sales house well up in town and the storage house and
workshop out in the chepaer districts) would he profitahle
if there were enough difference in the prtce of land to war-
rant the trouble of travelling from sales to storage house
and having supervision of both buildings. The convenience
of having all the branch departments incorporated in one
building is worth a great deal to the salesman and to the
buyer as well.
This statement leads to the scheme outlined by a
Chicago architect—namely of ha\''ing one such branch house
owned and operated by several different companies. A good,
well equipped work shop would be sufficient for them all.
Their sales room could be designed to contain one machine
of each kind for each company. If an agreement could be
reached between companies , so as to give every party in the
concern an Cvqual chance to carry on a profitable business,
this plan would be successful but it is pretty evident that
it must be some time before an arrangement of this sort can
be effected.
Be that as it may, automobile branch houses are and
will continue to be a necessity, whatever their nature. The
chances are that , in western cities
,
the question of land
values will not be so pressing and the branch houses will be
built as they are now with the improvements that come with
experience. The best of buildings, used for tliat purpose

4at the present time, are in several details very unsatisfac-
tory if investigated carefully. In some '.mys
,
they are too
small, in other respects, too large. Although at the time
said "buildings were designed, they were well arranged and
economically executed, at present, it is evident that there
has "been money spent on details that are no'<v unimportant
factors in the selling of automobiles. The progressive
motor car manufacturer of five years ago conceived the idea
that if the sales room, in which rich men and would he rich
bartered for machines, were a gem of architectural heauty,
business would he proportionately large. This was undoubt-
edly true to a great extent. But, at present, it is evi-
dent from the general trend of buying that the people are
awakening to the fact that
,
when they get ready to buy a
machine, they v/ant to buy a machine and not beautifully dec-
orated sales rooms. Wide av/ake salesmen also realize this
out of necessity and the sales house of the future bids fair
to be simple in design and money will be spent in making every
part of the building a factor which will help to sell a mach-
ine. Efficiency, and not beauty, 'will be the slogan of the
owner.
Although it is not the intention to attempt any de-
sign in this thesis
,
the following cuts
,
shov/ing the exterior
and interior of parts of the Locomobile Branch Sales House in
Chicago , are inserted to give some idea of the nature of
buildings of this sort. The exterior of this building is
simple yet graceful in design, and is strikingly appropriate.

5The only thing that can be said in criticism of the storage
room on the second floor , is , that there seems to be too
much waste room between the two rows of coliimns. It v/ill
be seen from the plans that quite a bit of valuable space is
taken up by the columns. The plan contains the essential
features, as far as the two shown are concerned. A personal
visit to the building by the writer, however, shov/ed that the
interior design of the main sales room was very elaborate and
it was one of the strong points in a conversation with the
general manager, Mr. A. J. Banta , that too much money was
being spent by motor car companies on interior decoration
and not enough on i:)ractical features. This would be es-
pecially true in a territory, remote from the factory, where
the introduction of motor power for transportation is compar-
atively new, and where the buyer's first thought is the mach-
ine and not building in which it is housed.
The next cut shows the way in which the gasoline,
kerosine
,
and oil pumps are arranged, and the nature of the
portable tanks.
The aerial pit, as pictured here, is an especially
neat feature in that it saves the trouble of having a place
cut in the floor to give men a chance to work on the under-
neath side of a car. With this arrangement the man may work
comfortably under the car , and have better light
,
than if he
v/ere working in a hole in the floor. The pit may be moved
from one place to another very easily. A sort of windlass
arrangement is attached to the end and the aar is drawn up

6onto the pit on runners, marked "A" in the cut. This is
used on the same floor on which the machine shop is located.
The picture shov/ing the machines
,
gives an idea of the typi-
cal arrangement of machines and shafting.
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Purpose.
The purpose of this thesis will he to work out plans
for each department of a fully equipped automoTDile sales and
distributing house , said building to be located in a terri-
tory, far remote from the factory and in a city where there
are no stores carrying accessories and parts. In this work
it will be interesting to take up problems in construction
arising in the design.
Usual iJature of the Lot and its Location.
It is undoubtedly true, due to the fact that auto-
mobiles
,
in their appearance
,
bespeak a certain degree of
wealth and comfort
,
that it is best to have a building for
handling them possess an air of dignity. Since the design
size or height will not be sufficiently extensive to bring
about this result, it will be practically necessary to lo-
cate it on a wide roomy street which is not continually
crowded with pedestrians and hurrying vehicles of every de-
scription. The nature of the business warrants its being
a short distance away from the busiest thoroughfares. How-
ever it should be located on a .veil known street where it
may be easily reached by people interested in automobiles.
Well paved streets are also an asset in the handling of
machines
.
Automobiles are also cumbersome in being so large.

This fact also calls for plenty of room. At certain times
of the day, machines will he passing in and out of the huild-
ing and unless there is plenty of room every place for them
to pass each other it is very easy for a blockade to occur,
thus delaying business. If the "building faces on an import-
ant street where machines are rapidly passing to and fro, it
is better to have machines
,
coming out of the building
,
en-
ter said thoroughfare out of a less busy one than to come
right out of the front of the building. This generally
necessitates the building* s being on a corner, so that there
may be a side entrance into the garage
,
whose best location
in the building is immediately back of the sales and show
room. Such a location will naturally give more window srjace
for showing machines to the passing public and more light in
every story of the building.
It might be said here, that the desirability of a
corner lot is one of the causes of the land, upon which the
sales houses stand, being a more important item of cost.

Sales and Show Room.
In its relation to every part of the "business
,
the
sales and show room is perhaps the most important department.
The purpose for which the building is designed is, primarily
to sell machines and for this reason the sales department is
the first one entered. Practically all of the exposed wall
space except the part necessary for sujiporting stories ahove
should he of glass so as to get the "best light and so that
machines on exhibition in the room may he seen from the street.
There should he room for exhibiting twelve or fif-
teen machines in this room standing a very comfortable dis-
tance apart so as to be easily accessible on every side by
prospective buyers. In some places, the machines stand in
stalls surrounded by a railing with a gate. This is done
to keep people from putting hands on the machines and soil-
ing the high polish. Often they stand on mirrors so that
the buyer can stand outside the railing and see the under-
neath side of the machine.
In the sales rooms it is also advantageous to have
the offices of the managing. salesman and his assistants, a
fev/ desks for salesmen, chairs, a conveniently large table
for the use of customers, telephone booth, men's toilet,
ladies' toilet and rest tooms
,
men's lockers and clerk's
room. Some of these are necessities; others are luxuries.
A well designed stairway should lead out of the sales room to
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the second story, also an electric push Toutton elevator lead-
ing to the top floor.
The size of the room, of course, calls for a very
high ceiling in order to obtain good light and good archi-
tectural treatment.
A large door must he provided in the rear of the
room to allow bringing machines in from the garage which is
icimediately hack of the sales room. The subject of the
spacing of columns will be dealt with later. On the follow-
ing page is a suggested plan for this department.
In this plan it will be seen that there is plenty
of room in the display department the room being 48* x 70'.
Leading up out of this is a spacious stair-vvay to the second
floor, also a passenger elevator leading to the top floor.
It would be best to make this elevator one of the electric
piish button sort. The salesman is able to take a prospective
buyer onto the elevator, set the button at the floor at which
he wishes to stop and pay no more attention to the elevator
\mtil he comes to the getting off place and can devote all
his time to his customer instead of running the elevator or
telling a boy where to stop.
It is well to have a part of the sales room divided
off by a railing for the people v/ho are waiting to see the
manager to sit in and this space should be in a position so
that people wating there can see almost every car in the show
room and compare them in looks for pastime if for nothing else.
The plan also shows the private office of the gen-
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eral manager immediately in the front of the business office.
In the latter is centered the whole office force. This is
an especially important part of the plan in that it puts the
stenographers and clerks v/here they will get good light and
ventilation and also where the usual office hum that so gen-
erally accompanies sales rooms will not be heard from the
show room.
Opening off the sales room is a rest room for women.
This is a luxury not usually provided in sales rooms but
which should be provided if possible. Suitable wardrobe
facilities for the manager, and all the help are necessities
and a fire proof stationery and catalogue .department is in-
dispensible
.
To a.ny branch house situated as we have assumed this
one to be, namely in a territory far remote from the factory,
and in a to'vvn where there are no supply stores , and extend-
ing over a half dozen states and embracing a radius of 500
miles, the stock room is perhaps the most important adjunct.
There never has been a car put out that at some time or other
did not require a spare part, either due to an accident, care-
lessness of the driver, a defect in the previous part or the
natural wear and tear from continual usage. In this plan
the entire stock is located on the first floor. This is done
so that the manager will have close supervision over it. It
is 48 feet long and 38 feet wide. In this room can be car-
ried duplicate parts of all models from the da^^- of the steam
car to the 1911 chassis. The successful operation of the
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stock room depends largely upon the ability for getting parts
in from the outside quickly. Carrying parts for models ex-
tending over ten years or so and in sufficient quantities
for a tremendous territory is no smal], task and this room
should "be so arranged in system as to enahle the keeper to
know instantly where any part may TDe o"btained. Some of the
manufacturers of indexing supplies, etc. have handled this
pro"blem very ably. An electric duinl) v/aiter leads up to all
floors out of this room and through a speaking tuhe any v/ork-
man on any floor may ohtain any part he desires by sending
his message directly to the stock room or through the mana-
ger's office. This covers the department of the sales room.
First ITloor Garage.
Immediately back of the sales room on the first
floor, is the garage for the accomodation of local customers.
There has to be a first floor superintendent to take ctire of
this departirient and his office is placed immediately back
of the business office so tliat he may have his part of the
force near to him and caji be in direct connection with the
general manager. The plan also provides a room for the
chaff eurs where they can report and wait for orders.
The wash rack is placed v/here a car coming from
any part may run up on to it easily. The freight elevator
is placed in the rear of the garage in a corner where it vrill
take up a minimim amoun": of floor space and yet be easily ac-
cessible froin the entrance or the v/ash rack. Just in front
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of this
,
"between it and the stock room is a "back stair run-
ning to the top floor so that help going up and down will not
have to come through the front part of the building.
Conveniently located to the entrance are the gaso-
line and oil facilities. Por this the Bowser s^^stem is
recommended, which includes a porta.ble gasoline tank, a gas-
oline pump, a kerosine pump, a non-fluid oil pump, a c^^linder
oil pump, a motor oil pump, and a portable tank for cylinder
and non-fluid oils. All five of the pumps coinmunicate with
tanks buried in the ground outside the building, and at the
rear entrance is a series of filling pipes where all of them
may be replenished.
Automobile trucks have been gradually growing in
size until they h^ve reached enormous dimensions and it is
hard to estimate what their limits will be. At the present
time, Iilarshall Pield's establishment in Chicago operates a
truck the overall dimeiisions of v^rhich are 1:?,' x 32' x 12' 3"
high. It is necessary to take the bed of this truck away
from the chassis in order to get it onto any freight eleva-
tor in Chicago. These trucks bid fair to be a common thing
in large cities and freight elevators should be large enough
to carry one.
A recent improvement by a leading manager is the
construction of a large vent flue leading from tlie first floor
to the roof. The purpose of this flue is to remove all odors,
from the oil and machinery, from the building instead of al-
lowing it to permeate the upholstering of machines and being
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offensive in the sales and shovv room. It is usually about
6* square and has in it a suction fan.
An electric dum"b -waiter is also necessMry in the
garage for carrying sniall parts quickly to the different
floors, where needed.
The matter of column spacing in the garage is es-
pecially important.
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Second Ploor.
On the second floor, we have the sales room—48' x
67 '--in the front of the "building where it is easily reached
from the first floor without passing through any other part
of the "building. This can he used for new cars if desired,
or if the sales room on the first floor holds all the cars
that are necessary for display purposes this room on the
second floor may "be used entirely for second hand cars. It
is the assumption here that the latter will "be the case.
At the rear end of the corridor, where the eleva-
tor lands
,
is the bocird room for meetings held "by the offi-
cials and, immediately tack of this, the toilet room and
lockers for the use of the men workint, in the second floor
shop.
The spacious shop is placed on the second floor for
tlie vork that has to "be done in a hurry. All the garaging
of customers' cars is to be done in this shop and all the
repair -.vork coming in from the outside. This would "be the
handiest place for the "battery charging devices. A v/ash
rack is also provided on this floor so that machines may be
cleaned up hefore the worknen start repairing.

^tconp fuooR. pjLArt.
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Third Floor.
On the third floor is the large storage room for
storing cars belonging to customers. This is almost a ne-
cessity in a remote territory. A fee is charged the cus-
tomer for storing his car through the winter season. The
room is up in the front of the iDuilding out of the way and
takes up comparatively unimportant space. However, this
room heing so large , interferes .vith the arrangement of the
rest of this floor and the space in the rear can best he used
for work that is not closely connected with other activities.
So this space is used for new cars carried in stock and for
upholstering. A wash rack is not provided on this floor
"because there is no need for it.

THIKD TLOOK FLAN
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Pourth Floor.
All the heavy work is saved for the top floor //here
the noise will rxot he noticed' down "below, and vrhere all the
floor space may "be given up for work. In the front is a
space--24* x 67 •--to be used as a finishing room. This is
enclosed all around and provided allalong the side with slid-
ing doors so that a car may be run in or out at any place,
without moving the ones that are being worked on. It is
necessary'- to have this as dust proof as possible as all the
fine painting and varnishing is done in this one place.
Back of this is the general paint shop in whicli tlie first
coats and all the roiAgh painting is done. Immediately back
of this is the shop in v/hich are the work "benches
,
drill
presses, emery wheel, milling machines, lathes, etc. The
building is covered \7ith a saw tooth roof from the trusses
of which is suspended a travelling crane used for lifting
motors f roBi their cliassis
,
and transferring them about the
shop and to engine trucks on which they are dismantled and
overhauled.
Back of this is the wood shop in which all work
on detached bodies is done. This is probably the lightest
and more nearly portable part of the toj) floor equipment
,
and can be easily carried on in front of the entrance to
the freight elevator without interfering seriously with traf-
fic.
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The ProlDlem of Column Spacing.
In the large "branch houses of today the greatest
inconvenience in the plans is the spacing of the columns and
when a driver attempts to turn his machine around inside the
huilding he is compelled to do more or less hacking up and
running forward hefore he is in a position to run cut of the
door or into the freight elevator. The extent of tliis in-
convenience depends mostly upon the size of the car and since
the size of cars seems to }i£ive no limit in this day or pro-
gress the fault in pla,nning is growing more and more notice-
ahle. At certain times of the day the building is crowded
7/ith machines and 7/hen columns obstruct the passage of machines
too much, time is used up in clearing out the "building.
However, just as the size of cars is limited "by
highway regulations, the spacing of columns is limited "by
economy of design. It has "been said by an Eastern author-
ity that the maximum span for a reinforced concrete girder
(economy being the important consideration) is 26 feet. It
is an open question today, however, and it is probable tliat
the same man who made trxis statei^ient would be open to argu-
ment for longer spans. In this article it will be assumed
tha-t the column evil cannot be entirely done away with in
a large building of this type without making the depth of
floors too great to be practical. The question of economy
v;ill be a minor consideration and free floor space will be
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a paramount issue.
Ill the buildings of today, the story clearance is
seldom .less than 1^3 ft. to 14 ft. The usual spacing of
columns is aloout 24 ft. This makes the depth of the floors
alDout 2 ft. 6 in., and the distance from floor to floor 14
to 16 ft. So an increase in the depth of the floor of atout
two feet will not make an awful lot of difference in the
story heights.
In the fore£:oing plans it will be seen that there
is one rov.' of columns running lengthwise of the "building 24
ft. 0. C. It was considered advisable to have this dis-
tance for the girder spans and let the floorbeams of 38' 0"
span frame into them. Eeimif orced concrete girders of 38
feet span would he too deep to he practical.
This spacing of columns is especially convenient
and the resulting large spans and increased cost of construc-
tion are overbalanced by the time saved in dodging columns
vv'ith large machines.
Pigure #1
,
page 29
,
sho?/s a sketch plan of the rear
part of the first floor garage in one of the largest automo-
bile branch houses in Chicago. Special attention is called
in this plan to the position of Column "A". In order to
carry the construction above economically this coluimi has to
be at this place. The freight elevator is designed to car-
ry machines 21 feet in length and at present is too small to
carry many of the cars handled by the company. It is readi-
ly seen that a medium sized car, even coming out of the freight
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elevator, would be una1)je to make the turn shov/n in the fig-
ure. On entering the building, a maciiine w ould have to
make a very wide turn in order to pass around colimin "A",
This is only one example of the great inconvenience
caused in the building by this arrangement of columns. It
will be seen by the plans herein given that this evil is
eliminated to a great extent by hiiving fev/er columns and
longer girder spans.

Girders and ]?loor Beairis.
On the following page^ will "be found tlie solution
of the girder and floor "beam problem
•
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Effect of Oil on Concrete.
In a report made "by James C, Plain, on an investiga-
tion made in the testing laToorator^'- of the Chicago
,
Milwau-
kee £c St. Paul Ry.
,
the theory of the disintegration of con-
crete by machine oil is pretty strongly supported and the
following sunumr^'- of their report will shov/ exactly the ex-
tent of their acccomplishments
.
"At the outset we failed to find a specimen of
concrete that v/e felt was positively disintegrated "by oil,
though we not infrequently heard of it. In one case plen-
ty of concrete was found that oil had penetrated hut not
disintegrEtted. "Further our tests on comparatively new hri-
quettes
,
which were weakened hy exposure to air sho7/ed that
vTith one exception they .vere disintegrated hy all classes of
ils and fats .
"V/e are still in the dark a,s to the possible final
effects of fats and oils on concrete structures. On the
following points v.re are reasonably certain:- (1) Most oils
penetrate concrete mortar, which makes them dangerous.
(2) Concrete is more liable to be disintegrated when satu-
rated by oils and fats if not thoroughly set. (3) A good
quality of c ^Ticrete is less susceptible to the effect of oil
than a poor quality, such as a porous, frosted, lean, poorly
mixed or improperly seasoned concrete. (4) Even though sub-
jected to the equivalent of continued saturation, the disin-
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tegration would "be long drawn out if the concrete v/ere prop-
erly made and v;ell set.**
Other authorities are even rabid in their fi^ht
against the proposed theories of the effects of oils and show
equally convincing argui^ents and data in support of their
theories. It is a reraarkable fact however, that none of
the reports on tests shov/ very much in the way of exact in-
fonnation and the loop-holes in the arguments of both sides
are many
.
However it is possible that oil may penetrate con-
crete and the argument that the presence of oil betv/een the
particles of concrete is liable to allow shearing off of the
particles is plausible. The effects of oils on concrete
have not been serious enough in the past however to be taken
care of in any of the city building laws.
In several of the concrete structures where there
is a possibility of bad effects from this source the manager
is urged by the architects to keep a close vfatch over the
workmen in the garage and shops and, wherever oil drops on
the floor, have them Vvripe it up immediately with waste be-
fore it has a chance to soak into the floors. It would
seem that this is sufficient caution in this respect.
There are several chemicals on the market at present
that are a great preventative of the oil evil and if apxjlica-
tions of these chemicals which are usually Yexy cheap, is made
about once a month, the danger will be very small. One of
the recent inventions in this line is "Ironite" and if every-

thing that the inventors claim for it is triie the writer
would recomr/iend its use on the second floor and the floors
of all the work shops above.

Investigation for Maxinum Loading of Floor Beams.
36
Continuoun Beam of Two Spans 3S'-0" each.
Uniform L.L. considered as 100 lbs. per Sq. Ft.
" D.L. " " 50 " " "
w = D.L. on he-fm per lin. ft.
p = L.L. "
o 2Coefficients of wl" & pi Max. Positive & Negative Moments
Max . near Max . at
center of
Span • Support.
(FOB.) (-)
Dead Load C.C?0 0.125
Live Load — 0.09.*^ 0.125
+
Plan Showing Supported Area.
J B - o"
Continuous beam -- Carrying 100 //^ L.L.
Per Sq. Ft. of Floor
z 5'-o" £ s'-o' a z z
<^
5-0\ <i
S-3 i. i ( J ( i e ^ k 7 i ?
Same Beajn -- Under Concentrated Load .
In designing floor beams for garages and building for
carrying automobiles the architects have always used a uniform
live load of 100 #/ sq. ft. on all floors. Since there is some
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question however, as to whether this was done in order to comply
with building laws oijbecauae the architects thought it to cover
the maximum conditions of loading that might arise, it might also
occur to us in this connection, that this loading is a trifle light
since the size of machines has increased materially since the major-
ity of the sales houses were built, and an investigation of the
loading would seem necessary iftor the salco of safety.
Considering the beams spaced six feet O.C., the uniform load
per lin. ft. of beam would be 6 x 100 = 600 #/ft. and the total load
on the beam would be 5R x 600 = 22 800 that is , on one span.
If we investigate the possibilities that might arise from
considering the load concentrated, a study of the weights of machines
and thtir dimensions will be necessary. At present the weight of the
largest truck is little more than 10 000 #. This would give
2 500 # pn each wheel and since they are over twelve feet wide
only three trucks could be placed side by side on a floor beam. This
would make the total weight on one floor beam 15 000 fj".
In comparison with the truck the weight of the heaviest
touring car is about six thousand pounds, and the width overall
is a:)0ut six feet. The weight on one wheel would be 1500 ^, and
no more than five cars could be crowded in on one beam. This would
make a total weight of 15 000 # on the beam as in the case of the
trucks
.
Now since the live load in the concentrated system of load-
ing is little more than half that due to uniform loading as assumed
and since the concentrated loading as shown in the figure on the
previous page is almost uniformly distributed the resulting
moment is greater in the case of the uniform loading and the
assumption of 100 4/ sq. ft. of floor is safe and sensible.
,1
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iVith this understanding of the possibilities of loading we may
proceed with the design of the beam. We have a reinforced concrete
T- beam; continuous and of two equal spans of 58 feet each, and the
wall ends will be considered as free so as to be on the side of safe-
ty. On the following page shear and moment diagrams give the values
of the moments and shears at every section.

Co-MTmu005 OT-Two
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SlalD .
In the a"bove considerations it was assumed that the
4" slahs would not carry more than S'-O" "between the floor
"beams. Hov;ever it has heen demonstrated that the latter may
"be placed 8'-0" O.C. with a 4" slah very easily.
Design.
Pc = 600#/ sq. in. Es = 14,000#/ sq. in.
For the sake of safety and to he sure to take care
of any extreme loads that may come upon the slah we will as-
sume that the live load is 120^// sq. ft,
Y/e will also assume that v»re can get enough rein-
forcement into the slah to bring the neutral axis down to
the center.
Compressive value of concrete = 1.5312 x 12 x 300 = 5,510#.
Resisting Moment = 5510 x 2.53 = 15,940 #-in.
Actual Moment ^ = 13,000 3- in. Safe .
Area of Steel required to take tension = = 0.40 sq. in.
^ 14000 ^
v/e have a 'slah , 4" thick;
-f" protection; 1-2-4 concrete; and
s/S" twisted "bars, 4" C).0.; tv/o of every three rods hent up
at points of inflection and running near the top of the slah
over all flbor heams. The slah at the wall end of the build-
ing should "be made 5" thick as the moment in the end spans
will he ^-^instead of
8 10
Flo ojr B e ajns^.
Instead of the floor heam carrying a strip of floor
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6'--0" as iDefore they nov/ carry 8 feet and the superimposed
load per foot on the befim, including the live load and the
weight of slah is equal to 1260#.
Desif:n .
Span = 38 '-0".
Allowahle Stresses same as hefore.
Width of ¥eh = 13".
Width of Flange = 40".
Safe Moment = 294,576 #-ft
.
Actual Moment = 293,000 #--ft.
Area of Steel Required -.-Si^j^OO^ _ g^r>2 sq. in.2.4 X 14 ,000 ^
Use 3- 1 1/4" sq. and 3- 1 l/8" sq. Johnson Bars.
Girder .
Load at third points = 1600 x 46 = 73,600#.
Moment = (141,700 x 8) x 8/11 = 824,436 #-ft
.
Effective Depth = 3 ft.
Required area of Steel = 19.63 sq. in.
Use 12- 1 1/4" square bars.
Compressive value of concrete alone = 24 x 19 x 300
= 137 ,000#.
Required compressive value of spiral section
= 136,000#.
Use spiral , 15" diam,
,
#1 wire
,
1+" pitch and 5-1"
rods
.
Spe
c
if ica t i on 3 ,f o^r C^o ry;_r e_t e V/ork-.
Sand^.
All sand must he clean, sharp, torpedo sand, free
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from all vegetable matter, soil and loam.
Cement
«
Cement shall be of an approved grade of Portland
and must "be tested "before it is delivered to the building
by a reputable testing laboratory. All cement to be de-
livered to the job bearing the seal of the testing labora-
tory.
All cement to be kept in a dr;^'" place, and under
water tight cover.
Broken SJ:Lone^.
All stone must be of clean crushed limestone rang-
ing in size from l/8" to 3/4"
,
all smaller particles to be
cleaned out.
Measuring, o_f >Cat eria-.ls_'
Where a mixture of materials is specified in cer-
tain proportions, the quantities must be carefully measured
in a manner approved by the architect.
Conc rete
.
All concrete for this work is to consist of one (1)
part cement, two (2) partsaand and four (4) parts broken stone.
Porins .
All forms throughout to be made from sound dressed
2" lumber, except the forms for slabs which may be of sound
11" '-^oards and supported on joists not more than 18" 0. C.
Forms to be built in such a majiner a^s to be cai)able of safe-
ly sustaining a load of at least 200#/ sq. ft. v/ithout de-
flection.
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All props iDelow forms to "be carried on planks well
bedded down into good bearing ground so as to avoid settle-
ment .
All necessary wedges, etc., for removing forms
should "be provided, 7orms to be free from cracks and as
nearly water tight as practicable.
ITote that corners of forms are cut av/ay at the junc-
tion of the slab and beam, also at the junction of beam and
girder.
Leave temporary opening at bottom of all column
forms for cleaning out shavings and dirt,
Purnish necessary plank run-ways for wheeling con-
crete into place, these run-ways to be supported on low horses
to keep workmen's wheel barrows, etc., clear above reinforc-
ing bars.
It is absolutely necessary that in all beam.s over
12" deep and all beams which have reinforcing bars in the up-
per portions of the beams , the concrete shall be laid in
layers not over 6" thick and that the forms shall be built
all the way up only on one side before the pouring begins.
The forms on one side shall be put in place as the work pro-
gresses to allow the tamper to place the concrete well around
the reinforcement.
All forms should be cleaned and thoroughly soaked
with water before concrete is placed on same.
Quali ty of Rej-Afore in^ SAeel_'
All reinforcement is to be of open hearth steel,
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,
mild, and of an ultimate strength of froiji 52,000 to 62,000
pounds per sq, in. and with an elastic limit of not less
than one half the ultimate strength.
All bars are to he of the size marked, and the
elastic limit of the hars is to he not less than 55,000 pounds
per sq. in. Any bars showing signs of fracture on a cold
band of 180 degrees around a curve of a diameter equal to
the diameter of the bar should be rejectea.
All reinforcement to be free of dirt
,
grease
,
and
loose scales and rust, but a slight coating of rust will not
be objectionable.
PlacinR Steel.
All reinforcing for beams and slabs to be placed
before any concrete is poured.
It is absolutely imperative that all reinforcing
bars occupy the exact position shown for them on the accom-
panying drawings and that they be positively secured in place
as shown for them so that the pouring and tamping of the con-
crete wil] not displace them.
A.U t omob i oe
_
Wasjies
_.
The automobile washes on second and third floors
are to be graded as shown with asphalt mixed with broken
stone and finished with a 1" top dressing of asphalt and
sand mixed in the proper proportions. All to be put dovm
in the most approved manner so as to thoroughly bind togeth-
er and finish perfectly smooth; make water tight.

Concrete PJLpors^.
A 5" concrete bedding under the tile floors on the
first floor shall he provided and the top finished level and
1" helow finished floor line.
The ahove specifications are not meant to entire-
ly cover the requirements for the concrete work, hut are "the
few things that are considered ahsolutely necessary in work
of this kind.
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The Mushroom System.
In several buildings of this type, the above named
system has been used and as far as can be seen by the naked
eye the results have been very satisfactory in most cases.
However the methods of Mr. Turner, the man who is famous
for his work in this line
,
have been lately severely criti-
cized. The following quoteition is taken from the Engineer-
ing Record of May 20, 1911:
"The method of computing the maximum stresses in
mushroom system slabs and the data on which the method is
based are given in Turner's work, to which the reader is re-
ferred. It is hardly necessary to state that some of the
various methods, so called, based upon sundry chimerical
assumptions, given in the paper of Mr. McMillan, already re-
ferred to, are not to be credited. As the results of tv/o
of the methods differed by more than 250^, from Turner's meth-
od in their results it is evident that if they were approxi-
mately correct the test loads placed in buildings designed
by the latter method would practically have caused complete
failure. These various so called methods do, however,
serve a useful purpose in showing hov' not to regard the con-
struction.
"The purpose of an engineer is not to "monkey" with
abstruse theory. It is his highest duty to know within
reasonable limits the strength of his construction. The
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simplest formulas are usually the most accurate. Remem-
"brance is still fresh of a disastrous bridge failure, in-
vestigation of which revealed tliat the column latticing
had heen proportioned in accordance with a fine spun the-
ory hased upon unproved assumption. Coluirin design is now
for the most part "based upon straight line formulas ,--that
is, upon test data.
In this comparison with the structural column,
mushroom slabs have an advantage in that the results of
tests are more uniform and the elasticity more marked, al-
lowing the deflection to act as an indicator. Just as the
deformation of a test niece of steel indicates the stress
sustained, assuming the m.odulus of elasticity known, so
does the deflection of a slab show the stresses sustained,
compared with the deflection of a slab of the same propor-
tions and hardness of concrete whose stresses have been de-
termined."
The second arrangement of columns woiXld allow the
use cf this mushroom system. However, due to the great
am.ount of discussion of the system at the present time, and
the adverse criticism to which Mr. Turner's system has been
subjected, the problem could not be very ably handled in a
thesis for a Ecichelor's degree. Therefore it will not be
taken into account here. The following quotation from the
same article as the above will, hov/ever
,
give some idea as
to the immense field for work along this line and the in-
teresting information which is yet to be gained:

"A test of a square sla"b of about ten feet span
reinforced "both ways was carried out in August, 1908, "by
the building officers of Augsburg, Germany, and reproted
in "Eeton and Eisen"
,
December 16
,
1909
,
v/here all the de-
tails of the test can be found. The concrete was a 1:2:3
mixture of lake sand and lake gravel , and was 45 days old
at the time of test. The slab was 9 cm. thick and the
reinforcement consisted of about 6/lO per cent in each di-
rection of round rods. The test extended over six days
during which the loading was increased to 3,333 kg. per sq.
meter, and allowed to remain two days; it was then removed
The total maximum deflection was 65 mm,
,
with a residual de
flection of 30 mm. after the removal of the load. The tes
was not carried to ultimate failure and no actual failure
could be discovered in any part of the slab. V. Bach's
formula gives in this case a moment of 144,000 cm. kg.
,
while the steel was such as to cause failure under a moment
of 129,000 cm. Irg. It is apparent that V. Bach's fomula
gives results too high, v/hen it is considered that failure
had not occurred , that the concrete was green and tliat too
mueh steel was used for two way reinforcement. On the oth
er hand, a small amount of arch action should be allowed
for in the loading. While the deflection was due to a con
siderable degree to the green concrete, it is v.'orth noting
that this type of construction is much superior to a struc-
tural steel in elasticity and safety, or warning, before
failure
,
whereas the old one-v/ay type is inferior in the
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same respects,
"Test slabs to "be of value as regards efficiency of
steel should "be so designed that the reinforcement vTill "be
unquestionably the critical element. As was pointed out in
the discussion of diagonal reinforcement the maximum concrete
stress may not be in the direction of the reinforcement;
therefore two way reinforced slabs should have a smfiller
percentage of steel than that allowed for one way reinforce-
ment . "
There is quite a bit of doubt in the minds of prac-
ticing engineers as tc the methods used by Mr. Turner. Por
that reason, a solution of the floor system by the mushroom
system will not be attempted here.
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The Condron System.
With this system, the thickness of floors is very
much reduced, and even for very large spans, the depth of
the "beams may he held down. The system is outlined in the
fo 1 lov/ing draw ings ,
Pirst
,
the floor space is divided up into panels
as near square as possible, usually ahout 24 feet on each
side. The width of the beams between columns is taken as
I/g of the span center to center of columns and their depth
is usually about three times that of the floor slab. If
the panel is not square the beams on the long side are made
l/s S wide , as in square panels and the depth is made great
enough to carry the load coming on the area marked A-B-C-D
in the plan on page 56. The moment in the slab is taken as
wl'2/20, since it is supported on all four sides.
Design of Slab and ?loQr JBeamSj^
In this case it was considered best to divide the
floor into panels as shown in the plan on page 56. As
shown, the rov/ of panels do.vn the center of the building are
24'-0'» X 30'-0", and as the beams are 4 ft, wide the slab
panel becomes 20' -0" x 26 '-0".
Desit?:n JJ.f .^lab^
Short \7a.y_.
Span = 20' -0".
I'c = 600#/sq. in.
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'Fs - 14 ,00a7/V^sq. in.
Assume 6" slab.
Effective depth = 5",
Compressive value = 3 x 300 x 12 = 10 ,800#.
Actual Moment = „ x l.?A.A 2AA.A0 .^x^l^^ 29,300#-in
Actual Compression = = 5 ,870#.
Safe.
Lon,^ Way.
Span = 26 '-0".
Assume 6" slab.
Effective depth = 5".
Compressive value = 10.800#.
Actual Moment =^^AA y/.in.
Actual Compression = ^^-^M = 5 ,880^!=^.
5
Area of steel required =
j;J^q"q'q
= 0.42 3q. in.
Use 3/8" sq. rods—4" 0. C.
This reinforceiuent v/ill be sufficient in both di-
rections
,
and ths rods running the short way should be placed
below those running the long v/ay.
Desi^-^n of 30' Span Beam..
V7idth of Beam =48".
Concentrated Load on Beam = "P" = 12 x 15 x 208
= 37,400#.
Moment due to the concentrated loads = 8/II x 37,400
x 10 x 12 = 31270,000 ?f-in.
Assume -Jeight of Beam = 29 ,900,^^
Moment due to weight of beam = ^viPil-^AOjS. J^2
= 980 ,0007(^-in.
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Total moment = 4 ,250 ,000-?/^-in
.
Assume depth of beam = 28".
Effective depth = 24".
Total compression in concrete = = 177 ,000#.
Compressive value = 48 x 14 x 300 = 202,000#.
Area of steel required = 122.)^9^ - iz.oo sq. in.
1-g-jOOO
Use 12 1" sq. "bars.
Beams for Smaller Spans.
The floor panels on the wal] sides are 23' -0" x
24' -0". As computed above the depth of the slab v/ill be 6"
and 3/8" rods spaced 4" 0. C. will run each way.
Total weight of slab per sq. ft. including live load = 195#.
Total Bending Moment = 2 ,495 ,000#-in.
Assijme depth of 20".
Actual stress = = 139 ,000#.
necessary depth = 156 ,000/ = 22" .
Area of steel required = 2:^.»^Sl = ^.f sq. in.
14-
Use 12-7/8" sq. bars.
The same dimensions and the same reinforcement will be used
for the 24 foot span beatms as the 23 foot spans.
The distribution of the loads in the rectangular
panel was the same as that given on page 30 of Prayton's
Standards. The Chicago Building Laws call for a distribu-
tion of the loads in such a v/ay as to have the loads on the
side vary inversely as the cube of the length of the sides
,
and the distribution given by this method practically paral-
lels those advised by Ilr. Brayton. Therefore, with the
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present knowledge at hand the writer feels safe in recommend-
ing these methods, Mr. Reid in his hook on Reinforced Con-
crete, uses the fourth power of the sides, hut there seems to
"be some misprint or mistake in the theory as he gives a for-
mula for the coefficient of the moment which will make the mo-
ment the longer v/ay greater than the moment the short way and
immediately after that he states that the moment the short
way will he the greater of the two. There may "be some con-
sideration which the writer has lost sight of, hut if that is
the case we will have to leave it to the reader to find what
it is
.
Discussion.
"We can readily see that hy the beam girder system
the girders in this huilding v/ould run pretty deep. It is
also evident that hy the Condron system the depth of the heams
is greatly lessened and for that consideration is to he strong-
ly recanmended. It will, however, call for some very decided
changes in the plan which cannot he bi^ndled in the given
length of time. With a freight elevator as large as the one
needed for this huilding it vifould he hard to loaate it in
such a way as to give sufficient room for getting into it, with
this arrangement of columns. There are other places in the
huilding where the same trouble would arise hut the disadvan-
tage v/ould in no case he so serious. Kowever, it can he readi-
ly, seen that with the one row of columns running through the
center of the huilding, it would he hard to take care of a
number of cars over night in such a way that any car on the
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floor could be easily gotten out without moving a number of
other cars. It would "be to the canpany's interest to "be able
to take care of a number of machines when there is some large
convention or an affair of similar nature, which brings a
large number of strange machines in from other towns and cit-
ies. If this sales house is able to furnish room for a
driver of an old car to leave his machine in over night or
such a matter, the manager stands a chance of being able to
sell a new car to said owner before he leaves town. But if
there were no columns in the way at all there '/ould be some
trouble in getting machines out when the room is full, and it
is a question which is left to the discretion of the person
who is interested in building a sales house of this nature
as to v/hich arrangement of columns gives the best chance for
moving machines around in the building.
s ' «
'


